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solid edge cam pro is used to convert dwg and dxf files into cnc optimized code. it automatically performs
advanced 2d and 3d geometry operations including beveling, texturing, thread profiling, surface profile generation,
and more. it helps you to efficiently manage your toolpaths, working memory, generated code, and other data. it
also provides compatibility for multiple file formats such as dwg/dxf, plt, mdf, pdm, and cad. in addition, with it, you
can automate processes and convert file formats to ensure you are on the cutting edge of the latest innovations.
solid edge cam pro includes the latest revit® support with dwg import and export, plus also offers multi-view
drawing for faster architectural creation. it also provides powerful connectivity to cad and cam software. open
architecture network (oan) allows you to communicate virtually, regardless of location, allowing users to access and
view design data from anywhere with any computer. solid edge cam pro provides seamless integration with solid
edge. it expands your cad and cam capability with integrated 3d and 2d design tools, as well as preprocessing and
post-processing tools. its tools assist you in creating ideas for new products or services, and also in quickly
developing geometric parts for use in engineering. solid edge cam also offers direct toolpath generation with
enhanced flexibility, streamlined graphic display and 3d editing, as well as advanced 2d and 3d editing capabilities.
save design time with a new build-up command that is designed to be used at the end of a given operation. this
command sets the type of the bottom of the object, including true, polygon, line, point, and area, and creates a
new base object at the same location.
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